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PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS-On AND STONE CRU8HER-RU'l'TER, REI88UB No.
3,633-VALIDITY OF CLAIM I-INFUINGEMENT.
The first claim of reissued patent No. 3,633, granted toJ. W. Rutter, Septem-

ber 7, 1869, for an ore and stone crusher, the original patent being No. 88,216,
dated March 23,1869, construed, and held valid and infringed by defendant.

BLODGETT, J.. This suit is brought for the alleged infringement of
reissued patent No. 3,633, granted to J. W. Rutter, September 7, 1869,
the original patent being No. 88,216, dated Maroh 23, '1869, and for
an acoounting for profits and damages. Complainants claim as as-
signee of Rutter, and no question is raised as to their title. Infringe-
ment is insisted upon only as to the first claim of the patent. The
machine described in this patent is an ore or stone crusher, and con-
sists of a hollow cylinder within which an oscillating cone revolves,
crushing the material to be operated upon between the outer periph-
ery of the cone and the inner lining of the outside cylinder or casing.
The testimony in the case shows that prior to the date of thia patent
crushers had been known and used, having an outside casing or crush-
ing chamber, and where the crushing was produced by the revolving
of a crushing cone in a conical orbit, but in all the prior devices dis-
closed in the proof the power operating the crushing cone had been
applied at the top of the crushing cone instead of the basw but in the
Rutter device the power is applied at the base, or .rather below the
base of the cone, whereby a much more effective crushing force is
secured; and this change inOl'eases the working power and usefulness
of the machinery to such a degree as to seem to me to constitute flo
patentable difference between this and prior devices in the art. Rut-
ter describes his device as follows:
"The invention relates to that class of crushing and grinding machines in

Which a conical grinder or crusher, with concentric and eccentric bearings, is
operated within a stationary upright cylinder or chamber, or in which the
crushing chamber is made conical and the crusher straight, and the inven-
tion consists in a universal or ball and socket support above the cylinder,
from which the crushing cone is suspended on an oscillating arbor, rigidly
connected with a rotating eccentric box, carrying its lower extremity, and
which is fitted in' the hub of a horizontal gear-Wheel so as to rotate in an
annular conical orlJit within said gear-wheel, but having no rotation on its
own axis, whereby a grinding or rubbing action as well as crushing effect is
produced, instead of a crushing action only, as in similar machines wherein
ttr>cone rotate,S around its own axis."
, And the claim of the patent which it is alleged defendant, infringes
is upon the portion of the device' described in the foregoing language,
being for "the cone, B, on the arbor, D, when sustained and operated
in such manner as to swing in flo conical orbit around the axis of its
surrounding cylinder without rotating around said arbor, substan-
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tially as set fodh." The defendants manufacture a crushing-maclJine
which shows a crushing cone upon an arbor, suspended by a univer-
sal joint within a cylinder in such manner as to swing in a conical
orbit around the axis of the surrounding cylinder. In other words,
all the eleme'nts and distinctive characteristics of the Rutter device
are found in the defendants' machine. The cone, the cylinder, the
arbor or shaft upon which the cone is suspended, the driving-wheel by
which the cone is revolved in a conical orbit by means of an eccentric
box in the driving-wheel, are all found in the defendants' machine,
and performing the same function which those parts perform in the
Rutter device. The defenses set up are:
, (1) 'rhat tlJis firs t claim is such an enlargement and expansion of the patent,
as originally il:lsued, as to be substantially for a new invention, not found in
the original specifications and drawings. (2) That by the terms of the specifi.
cations and draWings of the reissued patent the cone, B, must be rigidly fixed.
not only tothe arbor, n; but also to the horizontal gear-wheel, G; while in the
defendant's machine the arbor, D, revolves so as to impart a donuie or com-
pound DlQtion to the cone.

It will be noticed that the reissue in this case followed very sooh
after the issueof the original patent; the original being dated March
23d and the application for reissue having been fiied July 20th of
the same year; so that this reissue is not obnoxious to the charge of
laches, which was so prominently characteristic of the reissued pat-
ents in the cases of Miller v. Brass Co. 104 U. 1::). 350, and James v.
Campbell, ld. 356.
It seems to me that the invention described in this first claim is

obviously found in the drawings and specifications of the original
patent. He certainly, in his specifications, describes the outer cyl-
inder, A, the crusher, B, the oscillating arbor, D, the ball and socket
joint, E, by which the arbor carrying the cone is suspended in the
outer cylinder, and the gear-wheel and eccentric box by which the
cone is made to swing in a conical orbit around the axis of the outer
cylinder. This is shown, not only in the specifications, but in the
drawings, and if, by inadvertence or mistake, a claim for it was omit-
ted in the original patent, certainly no complaint can be made that the
patentee did not make proper haste to have it corrected. It seems to
me that the- reissued patent is for nothing which was not clearly shown
in the original specifications and drawings, and if Rutter was the
first inventor of the combination or arrangement of parts shown, ar-
ranged to operate as shown, then he was entitled to cover it by this
first claim of the reissue. I find much more· difficulty with the sec-
ond objection made to this patent than with the first. It must, I
think, be admitted that the specifications are obscurely drawn, and
that much difficulty is encountered in giving them a constr\lction or
ascertaining what kind of a machine the inventor really intended to
describe and direct the construction of. This difficulty centers around
the question as to whether the crushing cone is to be connected rig.
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ielly with the rotating eccentric box, by which the conical motion at
the base is obtained.. '.the language of the description is: "The
crushing cone is suspended on an oscillating arbor rigidly connected
with a rotating eccentric box, carrying its lower extremity, and which
is fitted in the hub of a horizontal gear-wheel, so as to rotate in an
annular orbit within said gear-wheel, but having no rotation on its
own axis;" and then again, after describing in detail the different
parts, and their mode of operation, he says: "In this arrangement
the crusher, B, does not rotate on its own axis."
It is further contended by the experts who have been examined in

behalf of defendant that the drawings necessarily show that this
patentee intended that the crushing cone should not only be fixed rig-
idly upon the arbor, but that the arbor should be stepped or fastened
rigidly into the eccentric box, so that neither the arbor nor the cone
would have any rotating motion, except such as is given by the driv-
ing-wheel, G, carrying both the cone and arbor around the inner sur-
face of the crushing cylinder, without allowing the cone to revolve on
the arbor, or the arbor to revolve on its own axis. The patentee also
says that he intends his cone shall have a grinding and rubbing ac-
tion, as well as a crushing effect upon the material to be operated
upon; and all agree that this compound effect of grinding and rub-
bing, as ,well as crushing, can only be obtained by allowing the crush-

cone to rotate, either upon the arbor or with the arbor; that is,
either the cone must turn upon the arbor, or else the arbor must
turn and carry the cone witq it. If the true construction, as con-
tended by the defendants, is that this cone is to be rigidly fixed so as
to have no rotation either upon its own axis or with the arbor, then
all the witnesses concur that a practicable crushing·machine could
not be constructed under these specifications, because the effect of
fastening the crushing cone rigidly so that it would simply or
swing.around in a conical orbit inside the cylinder, having only the
squeezing or crushing, and not the grinding, action, upon the material
to be operated upon, would not make a useful or practicable stone
breaker or crusher. The complainant, however, insists that it is not
necessary to construe this description, either in the claim or in the
body of the specifications, so as to require this rigid adjustment of
the crushing cone; and, after a careful study of the specifications,
drawings, and model, I conclude that the description of the invention
in the body of the specifications should be read: "The crushing cone
is rigidly suspended on an oscillating arbor connected with a rotat-
ing eccentric box, etc.," thus transposing the position of the word
"rigidly, ,. !'IO as to express, as I think, what the patentee really meant
by the description which he used. The same reading may, perhaps,
as contended by the complainant's counsel, be obtained by changing
the punctuation, and placing a comma or semicolon after the word
"rigidly," as the words are arranged in the specifications, instead of
placing it where it is, after the word "arbor," and the proof from the
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fiie wrapper shows that Rutter did not punctuate this claim, but the
punctuation was probably made by the printer or some person equally
unauthorized.
By the reading I have suggested we have the direction to saspend

the cone rigidly on the arbor, and the drawings show a square arbor
passing through a square hole in the cone, thereby making the cone
rigid on the arbor, and it will be noticed, in examining the drawings,
that after the arbor passes through below the cone it is shown as a

shaft; that is, it is a square shaft where it passes through the
cone and a round shaft below that where it stands upon or is inserted
in the eccentric box, by which it is carried in an eccentric orbit around
the cylinder. No provision is shown for rigidly locking or fastening
the arbor, so that it cannot revolve in the eccentrio and carry the
cone with it inside the cylinder; on the contrary, all that is shown
in the drawings would seem to indicate that it was the purpose of the
patentee to pivot or step the lower end of the arbor into the eccen-
tric box, so that the arbor would be free to revolve in either direction
while swinging in a conical orbit around the axis of the oylinder;
and this view is strengthened by the certified patent-office model in
evidence in the case. It is true that the proof shows that this model
passed through the fire in the patent-office of 1877, but there is n(}
proof that it has been changed, and the fidelity with which the draw-
ings follow the model produced in evidence satisfies me tbat the
model, as now shown, is substantially the same it was at the time
the drawings were made; in other worc;ls, Ioonclude that the draw-
ings were made from the model, and show the condition of the model
at the time the drawings were made. The model shows a round.
shaft stepped into the eocentric box in the driving-wheel so. as to give
a free rotating motion to the arbor and the cone while swinging in
the performance of the work assigned to them. The model, as I un-
derstand the rule, is not to be resorted to for the purpose of construct-
ing the patent, except in cases where the specifications are ambigu-
ous or uncertain; but here, I think, there is doubt as to what the
patenteo meant by the language used in his specificatioLs, and there-
fore we have the right to resort to all sources which will throw light
upon his meaning; and this model certainly does aid in showing
what kind of machines Rutter intended to construct under his speci-
fications. I do not understand from the proof that this model was
entirely destroyed by the fire of 1877 in the patellt-office, and has
been reproduced, but only that it was somewhat injnred and has been
repaired, but the material featu·re whether the arbor was rigidly fixed
to the eccentric box could hardly have been changed, unless the model
had been destroyed and reconstructed, of which there is no proof.
Certainly the model, as it now appears, shows the arbor revolving in
the eccentric box.
It was further urged that figure 2 of the drawings shows the arbor

to be a square shaft, with its sqnare lower end inserted into the ec·
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centric box, so as to permit of no rotating motion in the arbor; but
I am satisfied that figure 2, which purports to represent a. horizontal
section through the line, :c, :c, does not represent the base of the mao
chine or point 'where the arbor is attached to the eccentrio box, but
this line, X,:c, which is not shown in the drawings, by some pmission
of the draughtsman, should be and is near the base ot the oone, and
not a section through the top of the driving-wheel, or through the
driving-wheel; in other. words, that it does not represent the man·
ner in which the arbor is stepped or inserted into the eccentric box,
but represents the shape of the arbor where it passes through the
cone. I am conscious that these specifications are ambiguous and
uncertain, and give much weight to the position taken by the de-
fendant in this case as to the mode in which a machine is to be built
under these specifications, and fully agree with the learned counsel
for the defense that, if their construction of these specifications and
claim is correct, and that a Rutter machine must have the rigid cone
and arbor, so that there shall be no rotating of the cone within the
cylinder, then there is no infringement of this patent, because if
Rutter's idea, as embodied in his description, required a rigid arbor,
that is, a cone, having no rotating motion either upon the arbor or
with the arbor, then the defendants do not infringe this first claim of
the reissued patent. But, as already said, I think the true construc-
tion of this patent not only allows but requires that the arbor shall
be so fixed to the eccentric box as to be free to rotate, carrying the
cone with it, and, this being the case, the defendants, in my estima-
tion, have palpably infringed this claim.
It will be noticed that the claim of the reissued patent is for a cone

that does not rotate around the arbor, and the palpable meaning of
the specification is that the cone is to be rigidly fixed to the arbor;
but I find no such provision that the arbor shall not rotate and oarry
the cone with it.
If it is deemed material that proof shall be put into the record as

to the true reading of the drawings in regard to the line, :1:, :c, I will
allow such proof to be taken and filed.
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SIMPSON v. DAVIS.l

(Circuit Court, E. D. New York. April 2,1884.)

1. PATENTS VO'\t INVENTIONS-INFRINGEMENT-MEASURE 01!' DAMAGES.
D. was proved to have infringed a patent of S. for making newel posts, by

selling 101 newels, which embodied t.he design of S., at $7 each. It appeared
that theJ' cost $5 each to make, and that a fair manufacturer's profit on each
was 10 per cent. Held, that the profit of D. for the use of the patent of S. on
such newels WIiS $1.50 apiece, or $151.50; that proof that D. sold other newels
of a design not patented at the same price did not dispel the presumption that
the amount realized by him above thu cost of manufacture and the manufac-
turer's profit was the profit realized by him from the adoption of the design
of S.

2. !:lAME-HEV. ST. 4 4919.
Held, furthf!l', that under section 4919 of the Revised. Statutes, as construed by

the supreme court in Bird81Lll v. ljuul'tdge, 93 U. S. 64, 8. must be decreed to re-
cover of D., in addItion to the $151.50, as much more, making the recovery
$303, that sum Leing proved to be the damages of S.

In Equity. Exceptions to master's report.
Edwin II. Brown, (Arthur Murphy, of counsel,) for plaintiffs.
N. H. Clement, for defendant.
BENEDICT, J. This case comes before the court upon the master's

report of tl1e plaintiffs' damages and the defendant's profits arising
out of an infringement by the defendant of the plaintiffs' patent for
a design for newel posts. rrhe first exception is well taken. The
proof is that defendant sold 101 newel posts of the design covered by
the plaintiffs' patent, instea'd of 119 as reported by the master. The
second exception is not well taken. The proof is that 101 newels
made and sold by the defendant embodied the design secured to the
plaintiffs by their patent. The third exception is not well taken. The
proof shows that the defendant made 101 newel posts similar to the
plaintiffs' newel posts. The cost of making these posts is shown by
a stipulation made between the patties to be $5 each. The testimony
shows that lOper cent. is the fair manufacturer's profit on the
struction of such an article. The defendant sold the newels so madE!
by him for $7 each. His profit, therefore, for the use of the plain-
tiffs' design is $151.50. It is contended by the defendant that the
proofs show that at the time he was selling newels of the plaintiffs'
design he was also selling newels of other designs, not patented, from
which sales he realized 'ts much as he did from the sales of the plain-
tiffs' newels, and therefore it is said no profit accrued to the defend-
ant from the use of the plaintiffs' design. But the remainder of the
price realized from the sale of newels of the plaintiffs' design, after
deducting the cost of making the newels, and a fair profit for their
manufacture, must be presumed to represent the profit realized by
the defendant from his adoption of the plaintiffs' design, in the COll-

1 Reported by R. D. and Wyllys Benedict, of the New York bar.


